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Staffing Your Medical Office to Build a Thriving Practice
Gail Merz, Director of Employee Development and HR, Pacific Crest Group

Staffing for medical offices requires some unique considerations due to the industry’s unique business challenges. 
We work with a number of medical practices, because too often the physician owners, whose primary mission is 
quality patient care, loose sight of the need to treat their practice as a business. As with most entrepreneurial 
operations, doctors tend to want to focus on what they are really good at, which is healing patients. That means that 
running the office, the actual business of running the medical practice, has to fall to staff members they can trust.
 

So when hiring professionals to run your medical practice you should have specific criteria in mind to make sure 
your operation will run smoothly. There are specific traits that we have identified that are critical to the smooth 
running of a medical office. This is what we have learned from working with our clients:
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2. Hire Positive, Friendly People
When hiring the staff members who interact with the public, either in the clinic, the lab, or at the front desk, you need 
positive, friendly people who understand that patients are really customers. We all have a choice when it comes to 
where we seek our medical treatment. These days, smaller private practices have to compete with the larger HMOs, 
and one of the biggest distinguishing factors is customer service. If you can treat the patients as individuals, provid-
ing personal, professional, kind, and courteous service, then you are more likely to keep your patients, and to get 
referrals. If you like, compare this to the bad service in a restaurant. No matter how good the food is, if the service is 
bad you don’t go back, and you don’t tell your friends.

3. Establish a Good Rapport with your Partners
The same is true for partners and referrals. If your medical practice is disorganized or discourteous, you can lose 
referrals from other medical practices. You need to establish a good working rapport with your service partners, 
such as labs and specialists, so they will show your patients the best of care, and send more patients your way as 
well.

4. Schedulers are the key to profitability
In the current economic climate the only way to make money is to provide quality care quickly and efficiently. If you 
can only spend 10 or 15 minutes with each patient to break even, then you need to have a lot of information at hand 
before you even see the patient. That’s the scheduler’s job; to make sure patients are on time, their information is 
up to date, and the schedule is full. Make sure you hire friendly, detail-oriented people who understand how to make 
your job as physician easier.

1. You Need a Good Office Manager
Be well prepared for the recruiting effort.  Understand exactly what skills and experience you need for the   
position, and know how to recognize the characteristics of a top performer. One of the biggest challenges for 
companies looking to hire new employees is they don’t really think through the job criteria or how the new employee 
fits into the organization. You need to understand both the technical skills you are seeking as well as the intangibles 
that contribute to “fit.”



 

 

 
 

Gail Merz is Pacific Crest Group’s Director of Employee Development and HR departments, and our resident 
human resources expert. She currently manages and operates many medical practices in the Bay Area. Before 
joining Pacific Crest Group, Gail spent eight years in medical office management handling recruiting, staff 
training, managing patient relations, and overseeing finances. Gail holds a B.A. from San Francisco State 
University.

You can reach Gail at (415) 461-2586 or by email at gmerz@pcg-services.com.
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As a physician, if you can assemble the right team of professionals who understand your business and understand 
how to run the office smoothly, then you can worry about the patients and let the practice run with only minor 
supervision.

Whether you choose to outsource billing or keep it in-house, the billing department also needs to be prepared to 
provide intelligence into the financial performance of the practice, and their performance in terms of collections. 
They should be able to provide metrics that are reported monthly, or even weekly, such as:
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5. The billing department also has to be first rate
Unlike other businesses, doctors’ billings have unique characteristics that require an additional attention to detail. 
We have seen cases where doctors are losing thousands to uncollected copayments and sloppy insurance claims. 
Your billing staff needs to be able to collect money from patients at the appropriate time, understand how to pursue 
denied claims, and collect from both patients and insurers without leaving any money behind.
Whether you choose to outsource billing or keep it in-house, the billing department also needs to be prepared to 
provide intelligence into the financial performance of the practice, and their performance in terms of collections. 
They should be able to provide metrics that are reported monthly, or even weekly, such as:

•  What is the practice’s average “days in aging,” i.e., how long does it take to collect from 
 insurance companies on claims?

•  Are patient balances being collected at the time of service?

•  How much money is being written off each month and why? Is it from improperly 
 submitteclaims? Outdated insurance contracts? Some other problem?

•  Are the billers using the proper codes for insurance claims for the best possible 
 reimbursements?


